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Flooding at Resident Director arrested
a dormitory
on campus
By Amy Beth
Lloyd
News Editor

By Patrick Bobo
News Writer

In the last week,
there has been some
concern over flooding
at Southeast Housing.
It is believed that the
cause of the problem
is the angle of the land
and the drains in the
stairwells. The drains
tend to fill and over
flow when there is a
hard rain.
John Maxon, Direc
tor of University
Housing, said that
sometimes, "They
[the drains] just can't
keep up."
Last week, when it
rained, Southeast
Housing, had some
minimal flooding. Al
though it was only a
few inches, any flood
ing is and can become
a major problem in
the future.
Flooding was re
ported in only one
building, Building
602. The Pi Kappa Al
pha Chapter Room
and many dorm
rooms are located on
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the bottom floor of
this building.
Some residents did
suffer inconvenience
because they had to
move their things
away from the en
trance. Presently, no
permanent damage
has been reported.
Maxon comments,
"I was unaware of
any flooding at South
east last week."
Maxon also states
that it is the responsi
bility of the students
to communicate any
problems to the ap
propriate person and
that any students
whose rooms flooded
should
contact
Maxon immediately.
Heath McKinney, a
resident of Southeast
Housing, said, "It is a
continual problem
and something needs
to be done about it
soon."
He stated that sev
eral other Southeast
residents are un
happy with the situa
tion and that the uni
versity is doing noth
ing about it.
Maxon has not re
ceived any reports or
complaints and is
urging students to
communicate with
him.
"If they have prob
lems or complaints,
they should call me or
come see me about
it." Maxon can be
reached at 890-6108.

Friday night at
6pm the UAH Cam
pus Police hauled off
Steve Whitlock, Resi
dent Director, to jail.
Whitlock's "arrest"
was done as a
fundraiser for the
Leukemia and Lym
phoma Society of
America.
When asked how
Whitlock spent his
night of incarcera
tion, he laughingly
replied, "That's con
fidential. I was
locked up, and I'm
going to leave it at
that. I was taken over
to the campus police
station and locked
up for the night."
Over two hundred
dollars was raised
through
this
fundraiser, which
consisted of eight
jars being set up in
the CCRH lobby.
There was a jar for
each Resident Advi
sor and one for
Whitlock. Through
out the week stu
dents could stop by
and drop spare
change in to essen
tially vote for which
staff member they
would like to see in
cuffs. At 6pm, their
contributions paid
off, as excited stu
dents
watched
Whitlock be taken
away.
Two UAH stu
dents, Joshua Bauer
and Jessica Walters,
are participants in
the organization's

Photo courtesy of Steve Whitlock

fundraiser, Team in
Training. Bauer is one
of approximately
forty people in Hunts
ville training for the
Rock n'Roll San Di
ego marathon, which
is scheduled for June
fourth. Walters will
run in a Nashville
marathon in April.
Each participant
has committed to rais
ing $3,300. According
to Stacie Brown, Cam
paign Director for the
Leukemia and Lym
phoma Society of
America, seventy-five

percent of the funds
raised go toward re
search and patient
aid. Currently, fiftyeight patients in
Madison County re
ceive aid of up to
seven hundred and
fifty dollars a year
from the organiza
tion.
Brown says patient
aid typically covers
such items as drugs or
treatments that insur
ance may not cover,
mileage expenses to
the Children's Hospi
tal in Birmingham, or

air expenses to traVel
to Duke for a bone
marrow transplant.
$800,000 is ex
pected to be raised in
the state of Alabama
this year through the
program of Team in
Training.
The teams train to
gether on the week
ends participating in
group runs and re
ceiving valuable in
formation on nutri
tion, hydration, and
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Through the eyes of an International student
By Balamurugan
Marimuthu
Staff Writer
This week a stu
dent from Nigeria is
profiled. The Expo
nent looks forward to
many more Interna
tional students com
ing forward wishing
to be profiled.
NAME OF STU
DENT: Ayo John
Oladele
MATOR: Chemical
Engineering
COUNTRY: Nige
ria
ABOUT NIGERIA:
Nigeria is located
in Western Africa bor
dering North Atlantic
Ocean between Benin
and Cameroon.
Nigeria is the most
populous country in
Africa with 110 mil
lion People. It occu
pies an area of 923,770
sq. Km (about twice
the size of California).
Many parts of the
modern Nigeria has
been inhabited for
thousands of years.
Arts made from
iron by the ancient

NOK culture of Nige
ria dates back to 900
BC.
CLIMATE: All of
Nigeria is within the
tropics. It has two
major seasons: The
rainy season from
(May - September)
when it rains almost
everyday and the dry
season (October April) when it does
not rain. Temperature
ranges from 66-95°F
in the equatorial
south to about 72105°F in the savanna
north.
ECONOMY: The
Nigerian economy is
dominated by the oil
& gas and chemical
industries. It is one of
the largest crude oil
exporters in the world
and has the 10th larg
est proven natural gas
reserves in the world.
Export of oil and gas
to Asia, Western Eu
rope and the USA
make up about 90% of
Nigeria's annual rev
enue.
RELIGIONS: Mus
lims (50%) - mainly in
the north, Christians

(40%) - mainly in the
south and traditional
believers (10%).
LANGUAGES: En
glish (official), Yoruba
(west), Hausa-Fulani
(North), Ibo (East)
and over 250 other
languages.
SPORTS: Soccer is
the most popular
sport in Nigeria. Ni
geria has won .the
Youth world cup
twice and at the 1996
Atlanta Olympics
games defeated Brazil
and Argentina to win
the soccer gold
medal.
FAMOUS PER
SONALITIES: Some
of the famous person
alities known in the
USA are: Prof. Wole
Soyinka -1986 Nobel
Prize winner in Lit
erature,
Akeem
Olajuwon -Center for
Houston Rockets,
Sade - Grammy
award winning musi
cian.
PLACES OF IN
TERESTS: Places to
visit in Nigeria are the
game reserves where
wild animals can be

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Army's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, which
ever amount is greater,

up to a $65,000 limit.
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default.
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you'll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

922-1422

ARMY BEwww.goarmy.com
ALL YOU CAN BE!

seen in their natural
environment, 900
years old ancient city
wall and gates of
Kano, Ikogosi warm
springs, national mu
seums and theaters,
beaches, water falls,
and the different an
nual traditional festi
vals held all over the
country.
rTTRRF.NT
IS
SUES: Nigeria is just
recovering from fif
teen years of corrupt
and brutal military
rule. Democracy was
restored just last year
and it would be some
time before the
present and future
governments can
undo all the political,
social and economic
damage done by the
military.
The after effects of
the military rule are
still been felt in Nige
ria. Corruption and
crime is everywhere,
power and water sup
ply is epileptic, and
roads, schools and
hospitals are in bad
shape. The recent eth
nic unrest in the coun
try is a result of
marginalization and
oppression claimed to
have been suffered by
some ethnic groups
under the military
rule.

The economy is
slowly recovering but
the situation is still
not as good as it used
to be. Basic services
are not affordable to
all. It costs four times
as much to call the US
than it is to call Nige
ria from the US. Inter
net is available to only
a few.
But Nigeria with its
limited resources has
spent about ten bil
lion dollars in recent
years on peace keep
ing in other West Af
rican countries as the
regional superpower.
The west is not help
ing in alleviating the
problems either. Ni
geria and other Afri
can countries have
paid western credi
tors more money than
they borrowed on in
terest alone and most
of them still owe more
than they borrowed.
Many spend more
money to service their
debt than they do on
education and health
care. Good leader
ship, privatization of
inefficient govern
ment companies, and
foreign investment is
the key to a better fu
ture for Nigeria.
WHY I CAME TO
THE USA: It is natu
ral to humans to

strive for the best
And when it comes
to education, every
body in the world
knows that US pro
vide
the best. The
schools here are well
funded and well
equipped. The envi
ronment is peaceful
and conducive. (Ni
gerian college stu
dents still spend time
protesting against
bad government poli
cies, which leads to
regular shutdowns).
At any time in Nige
ria there are about
twenty million stu
dents in primary, sec
ondary and colleges
but not all who want
to get education gets
it because there are
not enough colleges
or STUDENTS are not
able to afford it.
H O W I FIND IT
HERE: The cultural
diversity of US is just
great. I like making
friends from different
cultures. Except for
minor glitches, my
stay in US so far has
been a success and I
do not regret my de
cision to come here. I
am happy to be here.
For a one-stop ac
cess to Nigeria on the
visit:
web
www.odili.net

Non-traditional student scholarship
The Huntsville
Chapter of Executive
Women International
is seeking applica
tions from UAH stu
dents for a $1,000
scholarship for the
2000 summer or fall
terms.
The winner of this
scholarship will be
eligible for a na
tional scholarship as
well. Applications are
due in the Student
Development Ser
vices Offices, 113 University Center, by
April 3, 2000.'
The winner will be
announced at a schol

arship dinner on May
2, 2000.
This scholarship is
specifically for nontraditional students:
older students, re
turning students, dis
placed homemakers,
single parents, physi
cally or socially disad
vantaged adults, or
at-risk adults.
It is open to both
men and women.
Applicants
are
asked to provide the
following informa
tion on their applica
tion forms:
Statement of career
goal / objective

Statement of process for obtaining
goal / objective
Previous work his
tory and educational
background
Statement of finan
cial need
Copy of tax return
For application
forms or more infor
mation call Mary Beth
Walker at 890-6340 or
Frank Nagy at 8906203.
Applications are
due on Monday,Apm
3, 2000 in the UAH
Student Development
Services Office, 1
University Center.
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The Student Leadership Awards Banquent
By Dauphne
Rogers
Editor-in-chief
The Division of
Student Affairs is
seeking nominations
for the upcoming Student
Leadership
Awards Banquet. The
banquet will be held
in the University Cen
ter on Tuesday, April
11, 2000.

Outstanding stu
dent leaders will be
recognized from three
different categories.
These include the Dis
tinguished Leaders
Awards, the Dr. B.
Jeanne Fisher Most
Outstanding Student
Leader Award, and
the
Outstanding
Freshman Leaders
Award.
One
"Distin
guished Leader" will

be chosen from each
of the following: the
Student Government
Association, Greek
organizations, aca
demic clubs/organi
zations, other clubs/
organizations (not in
cluding fraternities
and sororities), and
recreation/fitness/
athletics. These selec
tions recognize stu
dents that have made
an important impact

ment of the well-be nificant impact upon
ing of the student not only his or her
population on cam nominating group,
pus, as opposed to but also upon student
that of a particular life at UAH.
The purpose of the
group.
The UAH Lancers banquet is to honor
will present the Out undergraduate stu
standing Freshman dents who have con
Leaders Award. Last tributed to the success
year, a total of six of other students, ac
were selected rather tivities, and organiza
than the typical one. tions through utiliz
Both gold and silver ing their individual
awards were given to leadership capabili
the student leaders ties.
Nomination forms
chosen.
According to Joel are available at the
Lonergan, advisor for University Center In
Desk.
the Lancers, "Last formation
Forms
can
also
be ob
year was a banner
year for freshman in tained through the
The service guaran
volvement on the mail by calling 890tees a reply within 24 UAH campus, and 6700. Nominations
hours during busi we tried to recog are due by noon on
ness days. So what are nized the accomplish Thursday, March 16,
you waiting for? Visit
ments of our new 2000.
us at the Writing Cen
Nominations can
freshmen."
ter at Morton Hall 228
There will also be be turned in at the
or visit us on the web
one award going to a Office of Student Af
at www.uah.edu/
student group advi fairs, University Cen
writing and send us sor who has had a sig ter, room 114.
your writing assign
THE
ment. We look for
ward to reading your
work!

on a particular group
at UAH.
The Dr. B. Jeanne
Fisher Most Out
standing Student
Leader Award will go
to a student who has
had a major impact on
student life at the uni
versity.
The student must
have made significant
contributions that led
to better conditions
and overall enhance-

Get free help with all your writing
assignments at the Writing Center
Need help putting
the final touches on
that paper due before
midterms?
The Writing Center
is available and open
for business, and bet
ter yet, so is the Online
Writing Center. At the
Writing Center, peer
tutors help students
with writing assign
ments, from short
paragraphs
p a i a g l a p n o to
t - w *re

search papers to dis
sertations.
They assist with
any part of the writ
ing process, be it
brainstorming, devel
oping or revising.
The Online Writing
Center is a relatively
new service offered
by the Writing Center
designed for students
who do not find it
convenient
to visit us
—

at the Writing Center.
Students can simply
send us their writing
assignment via the
Internet and a con
sultant will read it
and reply with sug
gestions. This service
is available 24 hours a
day and 7 days a
week, making writing
consultations acces
sible to even the busi
est students.

University of Alabama in Huntsville
Mathematical Sciences Colloquium
. .

One unresolved issue in much of applied mathematics is
determining how
valid our mathematical models of various
physical phenomen
are. In this talk, we
present some results
that illustrate the difficulties involved in
stabilizing ill-posed
3:30pm
Place: Madison problems in partial
differential equations
Hall, room 202

Dr. Karen Ames
Department
of
Mathematical Sci
ences
University of Ala
ma in
bama
in nuiusviuc
Huntsville
Structural Stability
in Ill-posed Problems
Date: Friday, February 25, 2000
Time- 2:30pm-

that serves as the in
spiration to run.
Bauer's honoree is a

seven-year-old child,
- Brown encourages
others to get involved. "Less than
one percent of the
world's population
successfully completes a marathon.
They're
doing

2013 Cox Ave
Located b«bind Shoney's
and Marka FlUgerald

.
_
•
J
r\f(-oct or\r\
rnnl
(Coffee
and cookies
against errors in mod536-4367
will
be
served
at
eling. In particular,
we shall consider a 2pm.)
class of ill-posed
Cauchy problems and
show that under the
appropriate a priori
imagine the possibilities
assumptions, solutions of such probNORWEGIAN
Norwegian Cruise Line announces the
C tu1S I I I Nt
lems (if they exist)
Sale of ail Sails for 2000!
depend continuously
All Ships. All Itineraries. All Year Long!'
on a perturbation parameter in the modiOffer includes:
fied sense of Holder.
Destinations include Alaska,
• 2-for-l (or better) pricing off

Sale of all Sails!

Arrested, continued from page 1
clothing. All the
months of hard work
will culminate in the
26.2-mile marathon,
The participants will
all run in support of a
"Team Honoree", a
local leukemia patient
in the Huntsville area

Freshwater
Saltwater
Aquariums
AJI Pet Supplies

something awesome
for their body, spirit,
and mind.
For more information on the program
or how to get involved,
contac
Brown at 205-9890098, extension 303.

suggested cruise price.
• Cruises must be booked by
March 31, 2000.

the Caribbean, Bermuda,
Europe and Exotic locations!
Plus a 2-category upgrade!

can (256) 837-0629 or (800) 533-8170
to book your dream vacation today!
Huntsville Wal-Mart Supercenter
6140 A University Drive
•Offer is per person cruise only, based on double occupancy and includes port charges. All fares are
subject to U S and foreign government taxes. 2-for-l price is calculated from the brochure rate. Offer .s
sub ect to availability and may not bo combined with any other discount, coupon or promotional offer
Fare is subject to change and may be withdrawn without notice. 2-category upgrade w.li be confirmed
upon receipt of names at time of booking and is limited to inside staterooms and •wWte staterooms,
excluding suites and categories M&N on the Norway. Other restrictions opply. CST 8^033828-50.
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Motivated
To Make A
Difference
By Jennifer Roberts-Toews
SGA meeting (2-21-99)
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College administrators' salaries are
continuing to rise across the nation
TMS Campus/
Tribune Media
Services
CHICAGO (TMS)
— The median salary
of college administra
tors this academic
year is 5 percent
higher than last
year's, an increase of
nearly twice the rate
of inflation and the
largest increase in
nine years, according
to an annual survey
by the College and
University Personnel
Association (CUPA).
This is the sixth
consecutive year that

administrators' raises
have outpaced infla
tion. The Consumer
Price Index measured
inflation at 2.7 percent
in 1999 and 1.6 per
cent in 1998. The me
dian salary increase
reported by CUPA for
1998-99 was 4.5 per
cent.
The survey mea
sures median salaries
for 174 administrative
jobs at doctoral insti
tutions, baccalaureate
colleges, comprehen
sive universities, twoyear colleges and
other institutions.
This year,

1,433 institutions
responded to the sur
vey.
Kirk D. Beyer, di
rector of human re
sources at Gustavus
Adolphus College in
Saint Peter, Minn., at
tributed the six years
of beating inflation in
part to a low unem
ployment rate. When
the unemployment is
low, colleges and
businesses must do
whatever it takes to
attract and keep good
people, said Beyer,
who has worked with
the CUPA salary sur
vey since 1987.

Beyer also said that

median increases
were closer to the na
tional average of 3 9
percent for all kinds
of jobs once doctoral
institutions, with
their 5.4-percent in
crease, are excluded.
The largest in
crease, 5.8 percent,
was for executive positions, which in
cludes presidents of
systems and single
institutions. Nearly as
large was the 5.6-per
cent increase for aca
demic positions, such
as provosts, deans,
and librarians.

On February 21,2000, the Student Gov
ernment Association passed a new reso
lution and three new bills. The resolution
passed will provide students with the
Frosh Mosh Committee, which is to be
headed either by the SGA President or by
his/her designate. Frosh Mosh will re
place the formerly SGA-sponsored Back
to School Bash, serving as the opening
event of the Fall semester. All students,
faculty, and staff are welcome to join the
committee.
The two minor bills passed were House
Bill 00-01 and 00-02, which define the pro
cedure for the numbering of SGA legisla
tion and the procedure for writing a house
resolution, respectively. The third bill,
House Bill 00-03, defines the election poli
cies of the SGA. This bill, in summary,
provides a run-down of the selection of
an election board and its duties; an out
line of items that will be presented for stu
dent voting; filing dates, rules regarding
nomination, and application procedures;
rules for campaigning; the procedure for
handling complaints and consequences
for violations of the policies stated within
the bill; and voter eligibility.
In other business, the SGA made nu
merous appropriations to clubs across
campus. One of the many requests that
was passed was for an appropriation of
$1,750 to the Society for Women Engineers
for their attendance at their regional con
ference at Gerogia Tech. A similar appro
Photos by Dauphne Rogers
priation was made to Psi Chi Honor Soci
ety—in the amount of $1,500—to send
thirteen of their members to their regional
conference.
Lastly, legislator Geoffrey Morris re
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
Freshman
ported the results of the Spirit 2000 Con
Elementary
Accounting
test that was held at the men and women's
Undecided
Biology
st
Education
basketball games of February 21 . The
following UAH organizations were rep
resented at the games as follows:
Back Street Boys, I Santana with Rob Santana with Rob Santana with Rc
Resident Student Association: 5; Cheer
cTselditf'AT
Thomas, Smooth "Be- Thomas, Smooth "B
leaders: 1; Marketing: 1; Delta Zeta Soror
y
They
re
cause
aH the other
ofthem fnf th
"
I™'^
'
cause their sound
ity: 20; Black Students Association: 13;
of the rest of them.
a good group."
ones suck."
so smooth."
Sigma Nu Fraternity: 10; Baptist Campus
Ministry: 2; Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity:
3; Kappa Delta Sorority: 2.
The results of the contest of the 21st will
o
be tallied with the results from the con
test of Saturday, February 26th. The club
2416 North Memorial Parkway
that has the largest total representation at
Huntsville, AL 35781
v
the games will be the recipient of an SGA(256) 535-4464
sponsored pizza party. The president of
the winning group will be contacted by
Custom Pipes, Incense,
Hours:
the SGA at a later date.
Candles, and Tapestries
1 1 a m - 7 pm

Across the Campus

Which group and song would you
pick for the Grammy Awards?"

Leslie
Casey

Tarrah
Burell

Andrew Stephanie
La Vasser Cherney

Ss^OKitv
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Hype heightens interest about the apocalypse
By Kendall
Anderson
Knight Ridder
Newspapers/Tribune
Media Services
IRVING, Texas —
One student said she
loves God. The other
is agnostic. Both were
eager to begin a class
on apocalyptic litera
ture this week at the
University of Dallas,
indulging their curi
osity about the future.
"The timing is per
fect — the end of the
millennium
and
what's going to hap
pen is on everybody's
tongue," said Laura
Cook, 31, a biochem
istry major who said
she's uncertain about
God's existence.
While much Y2K
hype was related to
fears about malfunc
tioning mainframes
and obliterated bank
accounts, there were
also lots of anxious, or
curious, people turn
ing their attention to
Revelation.
The last book of the
Bible describes in
graphic detail the
apocalypse,
an

otherworldly, gro
tesque showdown be
tween good and evil.
Over the past year,
local theology profes
sors and bookstore
owners say, there has
been a surge in pub
lic fascination with
the biblical prophecy
about the end times.
(Interpretations of
Revelation, and be
liefs about whether
it's to be taken liter
ally, vary widely
among Christians.)
Colleges locally
and nationally have
offered new courses
and seminars to meet
the demand, from
Dallas Theological
Seminary's six-day
conference on proph
ecies to the University
of
Chicago's
"Apocalypticism and
Church Reform: Fe
male Seers in the
High and Late Middle
Ages."
"In the popular
mind, the year 2000 is
connected to things
apocalyptic," said
Professor
Mark
Goodwin,
who
launched the UD class
after students at the

Catholic university
asked for it last year.
Fifty-five students en
rolled in the first class
last fall, a "striking"
number for a new
elective, he said. The
demand carried over
to the current course,
offered over the win
ter break.
Bookstores can't
keep displays of
apocalyptic literature
full. At the Borders
Books on Lovers Lane
near Greenville Av
enue, books such as
"Soul Harvest _ The
World Takes Sides"
and "Nicolae _ The
Rise of the AntiChrist" are sold out.
Heightened inter
est in the end of his
tory as we know it
occurs before the turn
of every century, his
torians and theolo
gians point out.
"There is a funda
mental human curios
ity about the future.
And there is also a
kind of anxiety
people have about
their ultimate fate and
destiny,"
said
Goodwin.
For some people

who have dedicated
their lives to under
standing ancient Jew
ish and Christian
texts, the sudden
popularity can be irk
some.
Mark Bailey, pro
vost at Dallas Theo
logical Seminary, said,
"It would be nice if
people had the same
interest in the end
times, eternity and
biblical prophecy all
the time . . . but I try
to look at this as a
teachable moment."
The "hucksters"
who are predicting
Jesus' second coming
and other events in
the Book of Revela
tion are dangerous in
the same way David
Koresh of the Branch
Davidians was, Bailey
and others say.
"If you survey the
Christian landscape
in America, modern
false prophets are
springing up like
mold on leftover
refried beans," wrote
Ole Anthony, a reli
gious scholar and
president of the Dal
las-based Trinity
Foundation, a watch

Queen Latifah visits S.C. school
promise and this
month, she delivered.
On Feb. 1, Latifah
walked to piano class
with Houston. While
To encourage a 16 she was there, the rap
year-high school per talked to some of
dropout to go back to
school, pop singer
and talk show host
Queen Latifah said
she'd accompany the
troubled teen back to
school on her first day.
The
student,
Carmen Houston,
said she dropped out
of school in 1999 be
cause she was too of
ten ridiculed for being
overweight. In De
cember,
Latifah,
whose real name is
Dana Qwens, made
the back-to-school

TMS Campus/
Tribune Media
Services

Houston's fellow stu- school "was the first
dents.
day I've gone to
The girl appeared school and not gotten
on Latifah's show and made fun of."
noted with the pop
star at her side, her
© TMS Campus,
first day back in 2000

dog group that moni
tors televangelists.
Anthony recently
wrote a story for
Trinity's magazine
criticizing the prolif
eration of charlatan
ism this decade.
UD scholars teach
students that only
God knows when the
second coming will
happen.
And what about
those who don't be
lieve in a second com
ing?
"They can take this
course and really look
hard at the thing they
disagree
with,
grapple with it and
then when they dis
agree, their disagree
ment is stronger,"
Goodwin said.
Described as an en
thusiastic, thorough
and fast-paced in
structor, Goodwin

said his goal is to give
students a critical un
derstanding of apocalyptic literature so
they can interpret it
for themselves.
Theresa Sapp was
happy to take on the
challenge.
"To me this class is
getting into the real
message of the Chris
tian faith - God's final
message for his
people," said the 21year-old theology
major. "And it's fun to
guess and evaluate
our time, given what
are purported to be
signs of the end.
"But I don't think
we can say decidedly
that we are facing end
times. We can't be cer
tain, because we don't
really know."
© Knight Ridder
Newspapers, 1999

Pregnant?
Catholic Family Services
offers
Free counseling and adoption services
Choice of adoptive parents
Licensed non-profit since 1928
Choice of confidential or open adoption

536-0073

1010 Chruch Street

Have you ever wondered
how something that is a
"woman's right" can hurt
so much?

ABORWOV

CONDEMNATION

Shal*>e QEPEESSICN

PFGBfT
If you. or someone you know, has suffered trauma from
an aborlloa we can help! OF trained volunteers provide
FREE, CONFIDENTIAL post-abortion counselng.

Abo, FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS! Call 533-3526

/Sav-A-Ufe

of North AiaCwrru

2006 Frartdn Street, 5urte KH, Hunfcvie • choosei@hfMny.net
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The Chargers come back to beat
UNA, Clinch share of East Title
Courtesy
UAH Sports
Information

Hockey
Record: 15-8-4, 12-5-1 in CHA
UAH 6, Findlay 0
UAH 5, Findiay 1

Men's Basketball
[Record: 20-5,10-3 in GSC
UAH 89, Oakland City 59
UAH 90, West Alabama 76
UAH 69, North Alabama 64

(Women's Basketball
Record: 8-17, 2-11 in GSC
West Alabama 61, UAH 59
North Alabama 80, UAH 64

(Baseball
! Record:

9-1

UAH 6, Southern Indiana 3
UAH 2, Southern Indiana 1
[UAH 7, St. Joseph's 1
UAH 8, St. Joseph's 3

Intramurals
| Floor Hockey
|Saturday, February 19
ATO 6, Spragins Heroes 3
Pimp C Playas 5, Pi Kappa Alpha 4

The last time that
UAH fans saw a 20
win season, Ronald
Reagan was in the
White House and this
year's UAH seniors
were in kindergarten.
Monday night at
Spragins
Hall,
Charger fans were
able to celebrate the next seven min
UAH's first ever Gulf utes, taking a tenSouth Conference point lead with 3:10
East Division Cham left in the half. UAH
pionship and the first was able to whittle
20 win season since away at the UNA
the 1982-83 season lead, cutting the mar
when UAH came gin to six points at the
back to beat North half. The Lions took a
Alabama 69-64.
34-28 lead into the
The Lions came out locker room at the
hot early in the half.
ballgame, making a 5North Alabama
0 run to knock the came out in the sec
Chargers back on ond half and before
their heels. UAH the Chargers knew
came fighting back what hit them, the Li
and kept UNA within ons were leading 44striking distance for 31 with 15:35 left in
most of the first ten the game. The Charg
minutes of the game. ers came back after
UNA pulled away what seemed to be a
from the Chargers for UNA
knockout

|Pi Kappa Alpha 5, ATO 2 ~

Sunday, February 20

|Semifinals
Sigma Nu 8, Pimp C Playas 2
|Spragins Heroes 3, ATO~2~

Finals

~~

Sigma Nu 7, Spragins Heroes 2

CONGRATULATIONS to Sigma Nu,
the 2000 Intramural Floor Hockey
Champions!! Thanks to all the
teams for participating.

Check out
Charger Sports
online!
exponent.uah.edu

Photo by Amy Beth Lloyd

punch and gradually
chewed away at the
Lion lead, cutting it to
one point with 4:43.
Antrone
Rogers,
UAH's leading scorer
and three point
shooter, made his first
three pointer of the
game with 4:19 re
maining, to give
UAH's first lead of
the game. The Charg
ers would never trail
again and was able to
take a seven-point
lead on the Lions with
:28 seconds remain
ing. UNA did not give
up, and was able to
cut the UAH lead to
three points with :11
seconds left. Aaron

Burdette iced the
game with two sec
onds left, hitting two
free throws to give
UAH the 69-64 win.
Burdette led the
Chargers for the sec
ond straight game
with 21 points. Joe
Smith knocked in 12
points for UAH.
Antrone Rogers, after
starting out 0 for 9,
came back to score 10
points for the Charg
ers.
Lionel Sackey led
the Lions with 17
points and 13 re
bounds, followed by

See Title,
page 14

Tennis teams out to slow start
Courtesy
UAH Sports
Information

The Lady Chargers
opened the 2000 sea
son with a tough 6-3
loss at Montevallo on
Saturday afternoon.
The Lady Chargers
had to default two of
their matches due to
being a player short
and
giving
Montevallo two of
their six wins.
Ginger Jackson and

Tara Parnell picked
up wins in their
singles matches. Jack
son defeated Lauren
Ryenson 6-3, 6-0 and
Parnell
defeated
Sondra Hatcher 6-1,62.
Be Phetsinorath,
Monica Morris and
Rose Blair all fell in
their single matches.
Phesinorath lost to
Donna Thornell 6-3,
6-4. Morris fell to
Meredith Boone 6-3,
4-6 and 6-3. Blair lost
to Leslie Smith 6-1,6-

2.

Jacksonville State.
The Division I Game
cocks beat the Charg
ers 6-3; however, it
was a gutsy perfor
mance by the visitors.
Ricky Mora and
Christian Forsyth
won their singles
JaxSt.(M)6,UAH3 matches. Mora beat
While the Charger Steve Taylor of JSU 6women's tennis team 2, 7-5, while Forsyth
had their season came out a 2-6, 6-1
opening
match (10-8) winner over
against West Georgia Larry Lombardo.
rained out; the men
Mora and Lucas
played their opener Linares also won their
on the road against doubles match 9-7.
In doubles action,
UAH's Jackson and
Morris lost to Hatcher
and Thornell 8-4,
while Parnell and
Phetsinorath defeated
Montevallo's Boone
and Smith 9-7.

February 24, 2000
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Charger Hockey sweeps Findlay Ice Oilers
Courtesy
UAH Sports
Information
The UAH Chargers
simply overpowered
the Findlay Ice Oilers
at the Von Braun Cen
ter Friday night. As a
team, the Chargers
pelted Findlay goalie
Jim Brunner (5-11)
with 58 shots in the
game. Meanwhile,
UAH goalie Steve
Briere (10-5-2), in a
performance that
earned him First Star
of the Game Honors,
turned away 34 Oiler
shots to earn his third
career shutout.
Tyler Butler opened
the scoring for UAH
with his first career
goal 7:03 into the first
period.
Nathan
Bowen tied the UAH

career record for most
assists by a left wing
by assisting on the
Butler goal along with
Dwayne Blaise.
Jason
Hawes
scored the only goal
of the second period
off assists from Ryan
Leasa and Butler just
4:10 into the period.
The
Chargers
opened the floodgates
early into the final
period when Mike
Funk scored the third
goal twenty seconds
into the period. Shane
Stewart and Dwayne
Blaise assisted on the
Funk goal. Joel
Bresciani picked up
his third goal of the
season 3:02 later to
give UAH the 4-0
lead. Karlis Zirnis as
sisted on the Bresciani
goal, then assisted on
Ryan Leasa's third

goal of the season
with 3:34 remaining
in the game. Ian
Fletcher put the icing
on the cake ten sec
onds later with his
second goal of the
season. Jason Hawes
and Stewart assisted
on the sixth Charger
goal.
Along with Briere,
Tyler Butler and
Dwayne Blaise were
named Stars of the
Game for the winning
Chargers.
UAH 5, Findlay 1
The UAH Chargers
closed out the regular
season home sched
ule and senior week
end with a 5-1 win
over the Findlay Oil
ers at the VBC Satur
day afternoon. With
the win, the Chargers
clinch the second seed
for
the College

Hockey America Fi
nal Five Tournament
at the Von Braun Cen
ter on March 10-12.
Senior
Jay
Woodcroft tallied his
fourth goal of the sea
son to give the Charg
ers a 1-0 lead with
5:24 left in the first
period. Jessie Otis and
Ryan McCormack as
sisted
on
the
Woodcroft goal. The
Chargers took the 1-0
lead into the locker at
the end of the first pe
riod.
The Chargers went
on a rampage in the
second period, led by
Senior Nathan Bowen
scored his17th goal of
the season 3:34 into
the period to give
UAH a 2-0 lead,
Dwayne Blaise and
Tyler Butler assisted
on the Bowen goal.

Joel Bresciani gave the
Chargers a 3-0 lead
with 8:06 remaining
in the period. Karlis
Zirnis and Ron Baker
assisted on Bresciani's
fourth goal of the sea
son. Jessi Otis capped
off the period with his
fourth goal of the sea
son with only 24 sec
ond left before the in
termission. Shane
Stewart
and
Woodcroft assisted on
the Otis goal that gave
the Chargers a 4-0
lead at the end of two
periods of play.
Jason
Maxwell
scored Findlay's only
goal of the series 2:04
into the third period
to make the score 4-1.
Mike Funk capped off
the win with his
eighth goal of the sea
son with 3:56 remain
ing in the game to

give UAH a 5-1 lead.
Darren Curry and
Baker assisted on the
Funk goal.
Charger senior
goalie Steve Briere
stopped 24 shots to
pick up his 11th win
of the season. Oiler
goalie Jim Brunner (512-0) stopped 47
UAH shots in the loss
for Findlay.
With the win, UAH
improves to 15-8-4
overall and 12-5-1.
The Oilers fall to 8-20
with the loss. The
Chargers close out the
regular season when
they travel to Detroit,
MI to face the Wayne
State Warriors on Feb
ruary 25th and 26th at
6:05. Both games will
be broadcast on the
Internet
at
www.liveonthenet.
com.

Baseball team on a winning streak again
Courtesy
UAH Sports
Information
A fierce storm hit
Joe Davis Stadium
last week, taking out
use of the scoreboard,
sound system, and
lights.
Apparently,
Mother Nature also
decided to put a bolt
of excitement into the
UAH Baseball team
as they completed an
other weekend series
sweep.
In the opener, Blake
Bone's
two-run
double in the bottom
of the 7th inning
broke a 3-3 tie and put
the Chargers ahead to
stay. Matt Jansen (2-1)
got the win for the
Chargers. He pitched
seven innings and
gave up 11 hits and
two earned runs. He
struck out two and
walked three.
Brent Davenport
came on in the 8th in
ning and earned the

save, allowing only
one hit.
UAH needed a 7th
inning single by Bone
to down the Scream
ing Eagles. With the
score tied 1-1, Bone
bounced the game
winner through the
right side, scoring
Andy Evans who led
off the inning with a
single.
Bryan Gustafson
(3-0) went the dis
tance for UAH, allow
ing only three hits and
striking out nine.
Darius McKay had
three hits in the twin
bill. David Gates and
Bone each had three
RBI in the games.
The Chargers com
pleted a four game
weekend sweep by
taking two wins
against St. Joseph's
College Pumas at Joe
Davis Stadium Sun
day afternoon. With
the two wins, the sec
ond ranked Chargers
improve to 9-1 for the
2000 season.
In the first game,

the Chargers beat the
Pumas 7-1. Justin
Wade picked up his
second win of the sea
son with a ninestrikeout
perfor
mance.
"My
off-speed
pitches were working
very well," said
Wade.
"Getting
ahead of batters was
very important. Once
you put them in a
hole at 0-1 and 0-2
you have a big advan
tage."
J.J. Belk belted his
second homer of the
season in the seventh
inning to start a three
run 7th inning for the
Chargers.
Belk's pinch hit
homerun broke a 0 for

12 hitting slump.
A four run third in
ning propelled UAH
to the 8-3 win in the
second game of the
twin bill. Going into
the fourth inning tied
1-1; Clay Rice belted a
triple to drive in two
of the four Charger
runs.
Brian Pemberton
picked up his second
win of the season af
ter pitching five in
nings for UAH, giv
ing up 1 run and strik
ing out eight Pumas.
David Gates led the
Chargers over the
weekend with a blis
tering .625 batting av
erage, including five
hits, one home run,
four RBIs and a 1.250

slugging percentage.
UAH hits the road
for the next five
games, including a
double header at Mar
tin Methodist and

three games in Lake
land, FL. The Charg
ers return to Joe Davis
on March 1st to face
Oakland City in a
doubleheader.

e x p o n e n t.
uah.ed u
New

girth Control pills and
Depo Shots with JQO EXSIJVI
If you would like to use birth control pills or shots and
would prefer not to have a physical exam, you can choose
to complete a medical history form and have it reviewed
in lieu of an exam. Note: a few women with certain
medical conditions may not be eligible for this option.

Emergency Contraception
Whatever thereason... if you have had intercourse and did
not use birth control, you are at risk of becoming pregnant.
Emergency contraception can lower the risk of pregnancy.

Call us for more infomatlon and be
sure to ask about our student rates
on exams, shots and pills.

00 STUDIO
World Class Tattooing
and Body Piercing
By STAN "EASY" GARNER

j »

t

a i i

Planned
Parenthood®

Phone: (205) 830-01
417 Jordan Lane • Hun tsville, AL 35805
"Our Work Speaks for itself"

|W

of Alabama, Inc.

813

Franklin St.
••• « •
Huntsville

539-2746
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Softball sweeps in GSC Crossover Tourney

4116 Nctvson Rd.

UAH NERD DISCOUNT

$225
$600
$215
$205
$195
$185

for more information or to schedule an interview

111
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Lots of history in Corinth
By Cathy
Kearney
Entertainment
Writer
In 1862, one of the
most decisive battles
of the Civil War was
fought in Corinth,
Mississippi. The city
was located at the
junction of two major
railroads, hence its
importance to both
Union and Confeder
ate armies. Confeder
ate troops, fearing an
attack by Union sol
diers amassing on the
Tennessee
River
made a preemptive
strike north
of
Corinth.
This would become
known as the Battle of
Shiloh. Union sol
diers took control of
Corinth during their
counter strike on the
city. Later, the Con
federate army was
defeated in the Battle
of Corinth while try
ing to take back their
strategic position.
Why was this such an
important battle? It
paved the way for
Grant's campaign
against Atlanta and
Vicksburg.
Corinth is a twohour drive from
Huntsville, making it
a great candidate for
a weekend getaway.
History buffs will en
joy visiting the many
sites in the city that
were part of the
"bloodiest battle in
Mississippi" during
the Civil War. Battery
Robinett is one of the
many
surviving
earthen fortifications
that were constructed
to defend the city.
Corinth has the
largest number of
earthworks in the na
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Humor Me

Whafs up
with these
damned kids?
By Emily Gaither
Entertainment Editor

(Above) Battery Robinett was the siteof the Battle of
Corinth in October 1862, when Confederate forces
attempted to take Corinth back fromthe Union Army.
This memorial was built by the Federal Army after
the siege of Corinth.
(To the right) Grave of unknown
Confederate soldier who fell during the Battle of
Corinth.
(Photos by Cathy Kearney)

tion. The Corinth
National Cemetery is
the final resting place
for 1,793 known and
3,895 unknown sol
diers that were casu
alties during the
Battle of Corinth.
Twenty- two miles
northeast of Corinth
is Shiloh National
Military Park. The
Battle of Shiloh was
the largest of the 1862
Civil War campaign
and this park has a
driving tour that en
compasses 9.5 miles
of interpretive sites
and monuments.
If war sites are not
your main interest,
the Curlee House of
fers a look at antebel
lum life. Built in 1857,
it is one of Corinth's
sixteen National His
toric landmarks. A
guided tour costs
$2.50 and the hostess
offers many interest
ing tidbits about the
house's many own
ers. Fifteen-foot ceil
ings, in this Greek Re
vival treasure, show
case the most well

preserved plaster
moldings and medal
lions in Mississippi. It
is said that in the back
bedroom of the
Curlee House, the
Battle of Corinth was
secretly planned.
Downtown, visit
Borroum's Drugstore,
built in 1869, and or
der a real milkshake
and a slugburger.
Kitschy decorations
and antique display
cases mingle with the
usual
drugstore
items,
making
Borroum's an eclectic
mix of old and new.
Antique shops and
restaurants pepper
the downtown area.
For dinner, try the
Cross City Grille. It's
a local hangout where
the walls are covered

with Civil War photo
graphs and the food is
very good. If you de
cide to spend the
night, the General's
Quarters Bed and
Breakfast, nestled in
the historic district, is
a perfect location for
walking to several
sites and it's clean and
cozy. Breakfast is
yummy, too.
You can reach
Corinth by taking 565
to Decatur and then
pick up West 72. It's
an easy drive of about
140 miles. For more
information on sites
and lodging in
Corinth, call the Tour
ist Information Cen
ter at 800-748-9048 or
visit their site on the
World Wide Web at
corinth.net.

Check out The
Exponents
entertainemnt
stories online!
exponent.uah.edu

Why am I getting this feelinglately that
12-year old girls know more about what's
"cool" today than I do? Also, and this is
slightly more annoying, they dress a lot
better than I did when I was that age.
C'mon, you guys remember the hideous
ensembles your mom would throw you
in before shoving you off to school.
I'm talking acid washed jeans, para
chute pants (gasp), those darn sunglasses
that were just one long piece of plastic in
the front, and Keds. Sadly, I still see people
wearing Keds, but I won't get into that
here.
I hate to sound likea grandma or some
thing, "Y'know, back in my day...," that
sort of thing, but it's getting to the point
that someone must speak out, and I've
elected myself. Not only are these kids
totally going from infancy to their teen
age years, but they now control the de
mographics for everything entertaining,
or not, as the case may be.
Look at the Grammys. By the time this
is printed, they'll already be decided, but
just look at the nominees. There's the
usual bubblegum, make you puke, sus
pects. You got Britney Spears, who went
straight from braces to breast implants,
and don't give me that crap about not
having them. Nobody's buying that story,
sweetie. There's Christina Aguilera, who
proves the point that talent is not a re
quirement to be famous. We can't forget
those dam Backstreet Boys, who I now
hear are coming out with their own comic
book, about, "Basically, we're all good
guys trying to save the world," quoted
from one of those interchangeable freakos
himself.
I have a niece about the same age as the
demographic I'm discussing. She's actu
ally only 10, going on 30. When I go visit
my parents and see her, she's dressed in
head-to-toe name brand. The only name
brands I got to wear when I was little were
the ones my older sister gave me. Handme-downs were a constant source in my
wardrobe.
When I asked my niece what she

See Gaither page 15
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HOLLYWOOD 16

CINEMA 8

S. Memorial Pkwy. in Front
j/ja*
ofJoeDavis Stadium
OW'IM

HMO MliMtTOI. PAMMY %
m-wi

Reindeer Games 1:10
4:10 7:10 9:40 R

Anna and the King 1:00
4:00 7:00 9:30 R

Wonder Boys 1:20 4:20
7:20 9:55 R

End of Days 1:00 4:00
7:00 9:30 R

Boiler Room 1:15 4:15
7:15 9:40 R
Hanging Up 1:10 4:10
7:10 9:30 PG-13
Pitch Black 1:40 4:40
7:25 9:35 R
Whole Nine Yards 1:15
4:15 7:20 9:40 R
The Beach 1:20 4:20
7:10 9:45 R
The Tigger Movie 1:05
4:05 7:05 9:25 G
Snow Day 1:20 4:20
7:20 9:50 R
Scream 3 1:00 4:00 7:00
9:30 R
Next Friday 1:30 4:30
7:30 9:45 R
The Hurricane 1:00
4:00 7:00 10:00 R
The Green Mile 1:00
4:30 8:00 R
The Sixth Sense 1:05
4:05 7:05 9:50 PG-13
Cider House Rules 1:15
4:25 7:25 9:55 PG-13

MADISON SO. it
Pitch Black 1:35 4:35
7:35 9:55 R
Whole Nine Yards 1:15
4:15 7:15 10:00 R
The Sixth Sense 1:30
4:30 7:30 10:00 PG-13
nder House Rules 1:20
4:20 7:20 9:50 PG-13
The Green Mile 1:00
4:30 8:00 R
Bicentennial Man 1:35
4:35 7:15 PG
Down to You 9:40 PG13
Boiler Room 1:00 4:00
7:00 9:45 R
Next Friday 1:10 4:10
7:10 9:45 R
Talented Mr. Ripley
1:00 4:00 6:50 9:40 R
The Beach 1:15 4:15
7:15 9:50 R
Snow Day 1:20 4:20
7:20 9:40 PG

Why, Bruce Willis, why why?
By Emily Gaither the debt that her late
Entertainment
Editor

The Whole Nine
Yards is a bad movie.
I'm not going to leave
Pokemon 7:20 G
it at that, but I just
wanted to get it out of
Supernova 1:20 4:20
7:20 9:50 PG-13
the way. The acting is
bad,
the plot is be
The Bachelor 1:10 4:10
7:10 9:40 PG-13
yond stupid, and it's
basically
just a waste
Deuce Bigalow 1:10
of two hours and
4:10 7:10 9:40 R
some of your money
Man on the Moon 1:30
that could be put to
4:30 7:30 10:00 R
wards something proThe Best Man 9:30 R
ductive, like say, I
.ALL SEATS,,A don't know, a car
/|\ $2.00 /{\
wash or dog groom
ing.
The film opens
with Matthew Perry, a
dentist named Nick
Oseransky, letting us
know immediately
that he is not happy
/\(f 5'^lum sotting
with his life in
Montreal. His wife,
played horribly by
Rosanna Arquette
with an even worse
French accent, wants
him dead, although
we don't find that out
until later. Initially,
Reindeer Games 2:00
she
just treats him
4:30 7:00 9:30 R
with utter disdain
American Beauty 2:00
and sits around dis
4:45 7:30 10:00 R
cussing
how horrible
Hanging Up 1:45 4:00
6%5 9:15 PG-13
he is with her mother,
while he tries to repay
Wonder Boys 1:45 4:15
Double Jeopardy 1:30
4:30 7:30 10:00 PG-13

,4TflX

7:15 9:45 R

The Tigger Movie 1:30
3:30 5:30 7:30 G
The Hurricane 4:00
7:00 10:00 R
Angela's Ashes 1:30
4:15 7:15 10:00 R
Scream 3 1:45 4:30 7:00
9:45 R

father incurred before
he died.
Then, we meet
Bruce Willis, his next
door neighbor, that he
immediately recog
nizes as Jimmy "the
Tulip" Tudeski, who,
as it turns out, ratted
out his crime family,
and now has a giant
price on his head back
in Chicago. Oddly,
Perry and Willis be
come friends, and
when Oseranksy's
wife hatches the bril
liant plan to tell the
crime family where
he is, so they can col
lect on the money,
Perry doesn't want to.
Through a series of
events never fully ex
plained, the crime
family finds out any
way and enlists Perry
to find Tudeski for
them. Also, he meets
Tudeski's estranged
wife, played by
Natasha Henstridge
{Species), and he im
mediately falls in love
with her.
So, Perry returns to
Montreal with the
Gogolack
family
henchman, played hi
lariously by Michael
Clarke Duncan (The

Read The
Exponent online!
exponent.uah.edu

Bruce Willis and Matthew Perryin The Whole Nine Yards.
(Photo courtesy of Warner Brothers and
www.movies.yahoo,com)

Green Mile), to find
Jimmy and kill him.
But wait, he actu
ally has no intention
of killing him.
The plan is to lure
the head Gogolack to
Montreal and kill him
and Tudeski's wife,
because
Jimmy
stands to get $10 mil
lion after they're both
dead. Confused yet? I
certainly was.
Also mired in this
already busy plot is
the fact that Perry's
wife has hired a hit
man to kill him, after
Perry's dental assis
tant, played by
Amanda Peet, started
to like him and
couldn't go through
with it.
Through a series of
confusions and mis
placed loyalties, ev
erything works out
fine for Perry's char
acter, but that could
not save this desper
ate, frenzied film.
There were very tal
ented actors in this

movie, and I'm not
quite sure what lured
them in to do this par
ticular project.
Willis, who I find
awesome otherwise,
seems as though he
phoned the role in
and not very well at
that.
Perry, who is hilarious on
Friends,
doesn't translate as
well to the big screen,
and
Rosanna
Arquette, who prob
ably once had a good
career, was just plain
awful. The only re
deeming quality in
this movie, was giant
Michael
Clarke
Duncan as Frankie
Figs, the crime
family's henchman
and Jimmy's friend.
I cannot strenu
ously enough dispar
age this film, unless
you enjoy bad acting,
horrible accents, and
moronic plots.
If you must see it,
for the love of God,
wait until video.

Galaxy Quest 2:15 4:30
7:00 9:45 PG

(HeaCtficare Center of 9-Cuntsvitfe

Stuart Little 2:00 4:00
6:00 PG

ABORTION SERVICE

The Limey 2:00 8:00 R

Win Tickets to the Movies!
Movie Trivia:

On what medication does Susanna (Wynona
Ryder) overdose, leading to her admission
into a mental institution in Girl Interrupedl
The first 6 people with the correct answer for the
Movie Trivia will win movie tickets. ONLY6 pairs
of tickets will be given away each week. No phone
calls or notes will be accepted. Tickets for any trivia
will be distributed on a first come, first serve basis
from 9:30am - 12:30pm on Thurs.. of publication
unless otherwise noted! No one who has won in
the last month is eligible for any contest or trivia.
Please see Aletha Pardue in The Exponent office
only between the hours specified above.

Free Regular Pregnancy Testing
Huntsville's ONLY Clinic
Licensed by the State of
Alabama to perform Abortions

533-9228
131 Longwood Dr. SW

TOLL FREE-DIAL T & THEN 800 666-9228

Is your CAREER on TARGET?

PROBLEMS in managing your DEBT?

We have created real solutions in career marketing and debt management since 1993.

W

WE CAN HELP. CALL US TODAY...536-4060.

Thompson SE Company
PO Box 7026
Huntsvllle, Alabama 35807
Office: 536-4060

Proud to be Huntsville's only
member in good standing of the

r$ V

Professional
Association of
R6sum6 Writers
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New web site gives the skinny on Mardi Gras
By Emily Gaither you through your sive listings of parade carnival basics, in cally named for my a n d
Entertainment
Writer
That's right, it's
that time of year again
when the odor of
New Orleans soars to
an all-time high and
the crime spree is not
only limited to the
police force: it's Mardi
Gras!
One web site,
www.mardigras.com,
offers all the informa
tion
get
Uvi i you'll
j ^ — need to (j

Mardi Gras experi
ence this year.
The
self-pro
claimed essential
guide to Mardi Gras
offers everything
from hotel informa
tion to airfare into
New Orleans. How
ever,
with
Huntsville's rela
tively close proximity,
airfare seems unnec
essary. One extremely
useful part of this site
would be their exten

dates, times and di
rections.
Having been to
Mardi Gras twice my
self, the parade infor
mation is extremely
useful so that you're
not
wandering
around the French
Quarter
running
away from knifewielding assailants
while looking for the
Bacchus parade.
Mardigras.com
also includes some
4

cluding history infor
mation relating to the
celebration. For in
stance, Mardi Gras al
ways falls on the
Tuesday 46 days be
fore Easter. The day
directly after is Ash
Wednesday, the start
of Lent.
Each parade is part
of a krewe, which is
the collective term for
the organizations par
ticipating in Mardi
Gras. They
J are typi

If you're hungry, go to Joy Luck

thology terms, like
Bacchus for the god of
wine, or Orpheus, the
god
of
music
(Orpheus krewe was
co-founded by Harry
Connick, Jr., a New
Orleans native).
Carnival celebra
tions fall into two cat
egories: public and
private. The private
parties are held in the
form of balls, and are
held by the various
krewes.
Some krewes will
let anyone join, while
some are exclusive

consist
of
FONOF (fine old
New Orleans fami
lies).
If you are planning
to go to Mardi Gras,
have fun, because it
really is awesome to
be able to drink for no
reason
at
10
a.m.(kidding), but be
careful and travel in
groups. Also, beware
of what you may have
to do for a 10-cent pair
of beads.
If you need any in
formation on Mardi
Gras, visit www.
mardigras.com.

By Emily Gaither low price, the buffet is mein I have ever had, The buffet lasts all
Entertainment
Writer
So often in Huntsville, we poor college
students find our
selves looking for
good food at a cheap
price. Search no more,
my fellow paupers,
Joy Luck is the place
for us. I can honestly
say that I have never
had Chinese food that
is this good before.
Located on Univer
sity Drive next to Ol
ive Garden, Joy Luck
has an unparalleled
buffet for a good
price.
In addition to the

packed with a huge
variety of old favor
ites
and
some
untraditional, yet
tasty new offerings. I
cannot get enough
shrimp when I go
there. It's shrimp in
tomato sauce, and it is
so good that I hon
estly think I could eat
just that and be
happy.
Also, they have a
huge variety of
chicken dishes. I think
my favorite is the
cashew chicken, but
the General Tso's
chicken is very good
as well. The lo mein is
honestly the best lo

and it complements
the pounds of shrimp
on my plate nicely.
The soups are ex
cellent, with the tradi
tional egg drop, hot
and
sour,
and
wonton, all very
good. We can't forget
their desserts either,
ranging from ordi
nary red jello to al
mond jello (great).
It's simple: you go
in, sit down, they take
your drink order, and
then you head for the
feeding trough, er,
buffet. You will get an
excellent meal of tons
and tons of Chinese
food, for under $10.

day, with the lunch
buffet priced at $5.75
plus tax and the din
ner buffet priced at
$8.99. Make sure that
you're hungry when
you go, though, none
of this sissy, one plate
stuff.
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• Accommodations for two, dinner and breakfast at the Adam's Mark Hotel
• Digiph cell phone
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J

-$250 cash!

Check out a Mardi Gras Cam live from downtown Mobile
See a complete schedule of parades and parade routes
Join in the Mardi Gras forum board and 24-hour chat roomsvoice your opinion about parties, parades and more
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Editorial

Get the facts before signing
up for HPE classes
By Dauphne Rogers

February 24, 2000

Let's have a car-less
campus in year 2001

Editor-in-Chief
When you sign up for a class
Doesn't the administration
dawned on me this ask, "how will I get to
By J. Caleb
at UAH, you expect to get your have the physical education and
week
when I pro class?"
Clanton
money's worth.
sports calendars far enough in
ceeded to fill my car
Well, this is really
Opinion Writer
You expect to go to class and advance to work out problems
with gasoline.
where my solution
find your instructor there ready like this and avoid cancellations
It's official: I'm
Now, I hate to comes into play. I say,
to teach, right?
altogether?
broke. And, if there sound like an old man let's turn UAH into a
That's what happens in most
If not, why not?
was any uncertainty reminiscing about the car-less campus. Yes,
classes, but not always at
Or could it be that as long as
as to my financial sta illustrious good ole' you read correctly - a
tus, "this month's util days, but I can dis CAR-LESS campus.
Spragins Hall.
sports players are happy, who
ity bill will remove tinctly remember That means, let's have
If you sign up for an exercise cares about a few disgruntled
class of any kind, be prepared HPE students?
any doubt.
paying somewhere parking permits for
to have sessions cancelled at the
Consider
this:
my
I've been told that the new
around a buck a gal specific lots around
last minute with no advance student rec. center (yes, that's
apartment is not very lon for gas. Well, not campus. Then, if one
notice given.
big, yet my electric anymore. $1.40 for needs to get to a
the building that was supposed
There are students this semes to be under construction last
bill this month was the cheapest stuff. building across cam
ter who have had three or more month) should remedy situa
nearly one hundred Consequently, I have pus, foot-it.
classes cancelled due to sport tions like this.
and sixty big ones. decided that the cause
Actually, I think my
ing events and practices.
Ouch! I'm used to of this hike in my elec plan would make
How is that?
These students were origi
paying maybe some tric bill is due to some UAH more conducive
Will special rooms be set aside
nally told that their classes could for classes?
where between fifty enormous increase in to social interaction
not be made up—even though
to seventy-five dol the price of oil. And, among students as
What about water workout
the instructor was prepared to classes?
lars for electricity. along with the rest of the masses travel in
come in on alternate days to do
Sure,
it was cold last the world, I am blam between
Will the pool be closed to pay
classes
so.
month, but not that ing the OPEC squeeze throughout the day.
ing members when classes are
Students were also informed scheduled, or will lanes be
cold.
for this entire mess.
Who knows, people
that they could not get any of roped off for members who
So, I am convinced
But, I have a simple may actually start
that there has got to solution, or should I talking to one another.
their money refunded despite wish to swim laps while class is
the fact that the university was going on?
be some evil root to say, plan of retaliation
If nothing else, perthis problem. And, I concerning this prob haps my proposal
responsible for the missed sesIf students enrolled in classes
sionsam determined to lem: Let's all stop will send a message to
and paying members of the recyank that nasty root driving our cars and OPEC: raise the
Many students who take HPE reation center, not to mention
right out of the soil.
classes are taking them through students who aren't paying
turn to other form of prices of oil to an ex
Continuing Education as part of members, all have to find a way
Seeing as how my t r a n s p o r t a t i o n , torting and unreason
roommate and I are namely bikes and able level, and we will
their regular exercise program, to share facilities at the same
virtually electricity- walking.
When classes are arbitrarily can- time, why can't that be done in
simply quit using it.
celled, these students don't get Spragins Hall right now?
nazis, I know that we
Sure, this plan is
It's supply and de
the health benefits that they
Let me guess; it's just too
have not been dispro not entirely original; mand really.
portionately liberal in but it sounds good to
have paid for and should right- much to ask of our athletes.
You can email J.
fully expect.
our
use of the expen me, especially with Caleb Clanton with
I mean, everyone knows how
Evidently an attorney who is sensitive their ears are.
sive kilowatt-hours. the tease of spring in any comments or sugtaking one of the HPE classes
And, the recent in the air.
God forbid that the players
gestions
at
was able to convince Provost hear any noise out of rambunc
crease in oil prices
"But Caleb," you clanton@hotmail.com
McManus that, at the very least, tious Tai Chi students while
these classes should be resched
they're practicing basketball or
uled for the students by writing some other sport,
The Exponent welcomes letters to the editor concerning any topic. Letters should
him a letter of complaint.
The bottom line here seems to
be
typed
or submitted on disk and no longer than 250 words. Letters must include
One of the reasons that stu- be that students don't carry
the author's name, address, phone number and student number (if applicable) so
dents were given for classes be- much weight at Spragins Hall,
that authorship can be confirmed, although names can be withheld upon request.
ing cancelled was the need for
In fact, they seem to be
The Exponent reserves the right to edit all materials submitted for publication.
parking at sporting events.
viewed almost as a thorn in the
Letters may be sent to The Exponent office by mail at The Exponent, UAH, UC
104,
Huntsville, AL 35899, or by fax at (256) 890-6096.
Has whoever is responsible side of whoever is responsible
Opinions
expressed in columns or letters are those of the authors and not nec
for canceling classes not heard for coordinating classes, pracessarily that of The Exponent, its staff or management.
of the Roberts Hall parking lot? tices, and sporting events.
All materials contained herein, except advertising or where indicated other
Being that it is right next to
And that person apparently
wise, is Copyright 1999 by The Exponent and protected under the Work Made for
Spragins Hall, I'm sure most tosses students aside whenever
Hire and Periodical Publication categories of the U.S. Copyright Laws. Materials
herein may not be reprinted without the expressed written permission of The Ex
students would rather walk a it is convenient to do so . . .anponent. (i.e., all' articles, letters, and photographs submitted to The Exponent be
couple of blocks than miss class, other scheduling conflict at
come property of The Exponent upon receipt.)
How do conflicts in schedul- Spragins Hall? Oh well, just
The Exponent is the student produced newspaper of the University of Alabama
ing come up in the first place?
cancel classes again
in Huntsville, published each Thursday during the school year.

We Want Your Letters!
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Opinion

Letters to the Editor
To Whom It May
Concern:

I received a UAH
Professional Develop
ment catalog in the
mail last week. Out of
curiosity, I looked
through it to see what
types of computer re
lated courses were
being offered. What I
saw made me laugh
in disbelief and shock.
I examined the
course offerings for
the Microsoft Certi
fied Systems Engineer
Certificate Series. I
am a Microsoft Certi
fied Systems Engineer
(MCSE) already. I ob
tained that certifica
tion last year after tak
ing classes at a local
computer education
center, New Horizons
Computer Learning
Center. I am em
ployed as a Systems
Engineer for a defense
contractor whose
home office is in
Huntsville.
The courses UAH
is offering under the
MCSE curriculum are
obsolete and out
dated. The courses
are:
Networking
Essentials—corre
lated to Microsoft
exam #70-058, which
is being retired on 12/
31/2000.
Supporting
Microsoft Windows
NT 4.0 Core Technolo
gies—correlated to
Microsoft exam #70067, which is being
retired on 12/31/
2000.

Supporting
Microsoft Windows
NT Server 4.0 EnterPrise Technologies —
to
correlated
Microsoft exam #70068, which is being
retired on 12/31/
2000.
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Internetworking
Microsoft TCP/IP on
Microsoft Windows
NT 4.0 - correlated to
Microsoft exam #70059, which is being
retired on 12/31/
2000. I find this class
on the schedule par
ticularly mystifying,
since it isn't even be
ing offered until No
vember 2000.
Implementing
and
Supporting
Microsoft Exchange
Server 5.0 - correlated
to Microsoft exam
#70-076. Although
this exam is still ac
tive, most places are
teaching Exchange
Server 5.5, whose
exam has been avail
able since March
1998.
Supporting
Microsoft Windows
98 - correlated to
Microsoft exam #70098. Although this
exam is not currently
scheduled to be re
tired, Microsoft has
already announced
that it will not count
towards the MCSE
Windows 2000 certifi
cation.
After December 31
of this year, you will
no longer be able to
test for the MCSE cer
tification in Windows
NT 4.0, which is the
program UAH is
teaching. For people
who do certify on NT
4.0 MCSE before De
cember 31,2000, their
certification will only
be valid until Decem
ber 31, 2001. They
will then have to re
certify in Windows
2000.
Microsoft is offer
ing an accelerated
Windows 2000 testing
schedule for certain
NT 4.0 MCSEs. How

ever, in order to be eli
gible, those NT 4.0
MCSEs will have had
to already tested in an
additional course,
which UAH is not of
fering.
In order to offer a
current and useful
curriculum, UAH
should be offering
training in Windows
2000. Other training
centers are already
offering
these
courses. I took some
of them last month.
I hope no one takes
the complete MCSE
curriculum UAH is
offering and expects it
to be useful for longer
than a few months. I
don't understand
why UAH is offering
these obsolete and
outdated classes.
They will not provide
any real benefit that I
can see for people
working in, or trying
to get into, the com
puter field.
Sincerely,
Analda Anglin
MCSE, MCP,
MPS, A+, Network+
Ms. Anglin:
Since you have al
ready obtained your
certifications, I am not
sure why you are so
upset over offerings
that are no longer ap
plicable to you. How
ever, I will explain to
you that our current
MCSE program ex
tends AS IS through
summer, to allow the
many people who
have been slowly
working their way
through for the last
year or more a chance
to complete. The
newly updated MCSE
offerings will begin in
September. The Fall
Catalog describing
the new offerings will

be out in July.
Sharon Pratt
UAH Professional
Development
Dear Ms. Pratt:
Thank you for tak
ing the time to answer
my letter about the
MCSE classes UAH is
offering.
I looked at the cata
log out of curiosity
when it came in the
mail. I was wonder
ing if UAH was offer
ing any Microsoft
computer classes and
was surprised to see
that they were. Being
a current MCSE with
Windows 2000 loom
ing over me, I will be
continuing to take
classes for some time.
There are many
places
to
take
Microsoft classes in
Huntsville, as I'm
sure you already
know. Unfortunately
many of those places
"fleece" students,
signing them up for
classes that are al
ready obsolete. I
know several people
who have wasted
money on a computer
education that they
found
out
too
late was out of date.
I received a degree
in physics from UAH
x in 1998. I am sad to
say that I have first
hand experience with
the university not al
ways acting in stu
dents' best interests.
With those two
thoughts in mind, I
was disappointed but
not surprised to see
the course offerings in
UAH's catalog. I
wrote my letter in

Letters to the
editor continued
on page 14

The
President's
Corner
By Nathan Bowen
SGA President
Hi there!
I find it so amazing when you first go
off to college, your parents, friends, and
family tell you it will go by so fast, but
you never believe them. Sometimes a se
mester can feel like an eternity, depend
ing on your course likes and dislikes. Yet,
when you begin approaching those last
couple of months, you stop and wonder
where the time went.
The reason I bring this point up is that
often people reach a certain point in their
lives and wish that they had been more
involved in campus life. Being part of a
club or organization and attending more
social functions offered on campus is
available right now. It can be disappoint
ing for those who choose not to because
you can't go back in time, which means
you need to make the most of the time you
have.
One way to do that is to run for a posi
tion on the Student Government Associa
tion. There is a tremendous amount of
opportunity for any student interested in
changing UAH in the best interest of the
student body. Maybe you don't think we
offer the students enough social activities,
or you feel strongly about working closely
with the administration to build Greek
housing.
Whatever the issue is, SGA is a
great place to start, and a great place to
garner up support to improve whatever
situation interests you. In the instance ©f
the college of nursing, I am aware that
they often feel isolated and uninformed
as to what is happening around campus.
One solution that SGA came up with,
along with Joel Lonergan, was the newly
built signs posted around campus, which
display a list of events for the week. SGA
offers support and a means to bring about
change on our campus.
Ms. Delois Smith, Interim Vice Presi
dent of Student Affairs and our President,
Dr. Franz are always willing to work with
the SGA to improve whatever area of cam
pus life is in the best interest of the stu
dents. In my mind, they are very "stu
dent friendly." SGA has had a very posi
tive relationship this year with the admin-

See Bowen, page 15
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Letters to the editor, continued from page 13
hopes of finding out
what UAH s motivation for the offerings
wasI am happy to read
that you plan to update the MCSE course
offerings, implying
that more current
classes will be offered
at the end of this year,
I hope that what you
wrote is true. If I get a
catalog in the mail
t
h
i
s
July, I will take a look
at it to see what
changes have been
made.
In the meantime, I
wonder if you have
scared away other,
more
Microsoftsavvy, potential students. Of course, everyone looks for
something different in

their technical classes.
I also realize that
y o u ' r e
limited by what your
instructors are qualified to teach.
Again, thank you
for taking the time to
respond to my letter,
I'm glad to hear that
the department is
aware of the situation
and planning for the
future.
Analda Anglin
MCSE, MCI^
MPS, A+, Network+
aangJin@cambencom
After taking the life
of my own child
through an abortion
in 1981,1 could hardly
believe that God
would consider me
useful in his work
against abortion. But

He showed me mercy
as He began to use me
as an example.
The Lord used a
post-abortion program through a local
crisis pregnancy center to uncover my sin
and bring me to my
knees before Him.
Once the cloud of
guilt and shame was
lifted from my eyes, I
saw that God could
use me to help bring
an end to abortion.
With that as my hope,
I summoned every
once of courage to re
late the traumatic tes
timony of my child's
brief life and death.
The fruit of my testimony has been life for
at least 60 children.
I am grateful that
their mothers listened

closely when I told of
my pain of regret after the abortion.
Not one of those 60
mothers regretted
sparing her child. In
addition, there have
been many opportunities to present the
message of grace and
forgiveness to men
and women who
were in fear of God's
wrath and judgment
because of their
choice.
It is a blessing to
hold a child whom
the Lord has used me
to save.
Yet it is a far greater
blessing to embrace a
woman who has just
accepted Christ into
her heart,
Once we who have
had abortions ac

knowledge our part
in ending the lives of
our children and re
ceive God's healing,
our effectiveness in
life-affirming efforts
is unique.
Our testimonies of
the deep regret
brought by the abor
tion choice are genu
ine and compelling.
If abortion touches
nearly half of all
women, why is the
choice buried in most
hearts?
Can it be that regret
and the fear of being
judged by society especially Christians
- pressure women to
keep abortions a
closely held secret?
The pro-choice phi
losophy adamantly
states there is no re-

gret in abortion and
American psycholo
gists declare that
there is no such thing
as "post-abortion syn
drome."
Since post-abortive
individuals are, for
the most part, silent
about this sin, the
world concludes that
we are happy with
our decision.
From conversa
tions with post-abor
tive individuals, it is
clear that we all regret
our abortion decision
at some point in our
lives.
In abortion, one is
dead and one is
wounded. More often
than
not,
the
wounded suffer in si
lence - alone.
Sydna

East Division title out
right. Tip-off is sched
uled for 7:45 PM
UNA (W) 80, UAH
64
Freshman forward
Amber Deline scored
26 points and had
nine rebounds as
UNA beat the Lady
Chargers 80-64. The
loss dropped the
Lady Chargers to 8-17
overall and 2-11 in the
Gulf South Confer
ence.

Meanwhile, UNA
took over sole posses
sion of first place in
the East Division at
19-6 and 11-2.
Three other Lady
Lions were in double
figures.
Thelma
Hearn had 17, while
Brandi Bean chipped
in 13 and Becky
Mauck added 12.
Jennifer Whitley
paced UAH with 21
points. Sabrina Lynch
scored
16
and

LaDasha Thompkins
had nine points and
12 rebounds.
Deline did most of
her damage in the
first half, scoring 18
points and pulling
down seven re
bounds.
She also dished out
four assists to lead the
Lady Lions to a slim
38-36 advantage at
the half.
When
Deline
cooled off in the sec

ond half, her team
mates picked up the
slack as UNA pulled
away.
UAH tied the game
up, 38-38 on a lay-up
by Jennifer Whitley to
open the second half.
However, UNA an
swered with seven
straight points and
never looked back.
The Lady Lions led
by as much as 20 be
fore settling for the 16
point win.

Title, continued from page 6
Casey Willis with 11
points and Duke
LaGuerre with 10
points
With the win, UAH
improves to 20-5
overall and 10-3 in the
GSC. North Alabama
falls to 14-11 overall
and 7-6 in the GSC.
UAH will host their

final regular season
game of the season on
Saturday, when the
Lincoln Memorial
Railsplitters come to
Spragins Hall.
The Chargers lost
to LMU 69-61 earlier
in the season. A win
for the Chargers will
give them the GSC

Huntsville NT User Group (HUNTUG)
is a non-profit, volunteer professional
association providing the community
with monthly technical presentations
useful to Windows NT users. For more
details, visit our website at http://
www.huntug.org.
Lots of pizza and door prizes. Last
month was a great presentation on
moving to Windows 2000. The Spring
will bring more Windows 2000 issues
and ecommerce topics.

February
HUNTUG Meeting
When: Monday, February 28, 2000,
6-8PM
Where: Intergraph Building 15
Auditorium
Topic: Active Directory Design
Speaker: Robert Gilles from
Microsoft
Please email reservation by 4pm Sunday
to: huntug@mbsinc.com
For driving directions and a map see:
http:/ / www.huntug.org/map.

Campus Club Wire
If you would like to post your Greeks or club's announcements, please send your
information to The Exponent office. You may bring it to room 104 of the University
Center, or you can fax it to our office at 890-6096. All Campus Club Wire
announcements should be turned into Amy Duggar

Sigma Nu Fraternity
Td like to give a shout out to all my brothers. The weekend was a blast and I
am sure everyone was studying hard all weekend with all the rest we got. It
turned out to be a great brotherhood retreat that leasted till sunrise. Would
someone please tell Todd everyone's name and badge number; we could have
finished up at 2am. On Sunday, the Sigma Nu Hockey team played 2 great
games and achieved 2 W's in the win column. Another weekend, another
Intramural win, another Intramural Hockey Championship. Keep up the
domination. A specail congratulations to "Will the Thrill" (Tom) not for scor
ing, but for not stick handling the puck and actually getting a shot on goal.
Nice job! To the ladies of Kappa Delta. Remember, Krakow mixer Friday night.
Can't we all sign together? Be there or be square.
Quote of the Week: "Jenga! J-E-N-G-A!!"
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Weekly HOTOSCOpe

By Linda C. Black, Tribune Media Services (weekofFeb28)

Aries (March 21-April 19). Fears about what the other person said, not what you

travel could emerge on Monday. Allow more
time than usual or postpone the trip. On Tues
day and Wednesday, hold your temper to fur
ther your career. Your friends inspire you on
Thursday and Friday. Finish an old project
over the weekend.
Taurus (April 20-May 20). Get together
with friends this week and clear up old mis
understandings. Avoid an argument about
money on Monday. Travel on Tuesday and
Wednesday. Push a project to completion on
Thursday and Friday so you can travel with
friends over the weekend.
Gemini (May 21-June 21). Use your tal
ents this week. Listen to a critic on Monday
and become more successful. Focus on mak
ing money or getting a loan on Tuesday and
Wednesday. You may have travel complica
tions on Thursday and Friday, but a long-dis
tance connection could turn out well. Take it
slow and easy over the weekend; practice
makes perfect.
Cancer (June 22-July 22). Travel and higher
education are in the spotlight this week, espe
cially on Monday. Clear up a problem by set
ting priorities. Save travel for the weekend.
On Tuesday or Wednesday, a partner is im
portant to get past a setback. Do the home
work on Thursday and Friday, or you could
lose money. Get out of town over the week
end.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Shared money could
cause confusion this week. Don't gamble on
Monday, even if it looks like a good deal. You'll
work hard for what you get on Tuesday and
Wednesday. Do what your partner wants on
Thursday and Friday. Figure out a way to pay
off an old debt over the weekend.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). You'll learn a lot
from a partner this week. If you don't have
one, hire somebody. Don't get into a hassle
Monday, though. Make sure you understand
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thought you heard. Tuesday and Wednesday
should be easier. Rest up then. Expect messes
at work on Thursday and Friday, but you can
get through. Do something fun over the week
end. Let the other person drive.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23). Watch for ways to
do good deeds this week. Anew project's com
ing, so clean your workspace. Try something
new on Monday. Stay close to home on Tues
day and Wednesday. Schedule your big date
for Thursday or Friday. Heed your
sweetheart's suggestion, too. You'll be creative
over the weekend, so finish all the old projects
you can.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). You could have
a misunderstanding with a loved one, possi
bly a child, this week. Be patient. On Monday,
don't gamble with love or money. Your
hunches pay off better on Tuesday and
Wednesday. Clean house and fix things at
home on Thursday and Friday. This is a good
weekend for romance. Do something tradi
tional with an old flame.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). Domestic
issues take priority this week. Expect break
downs. That's your excuse to fix things once
and for all. Work hard on a household project
on Monday. Be diligent and bring in the money
on Tuesday and Wednesday. You're intelligent
on Thursday and Friday, so take on a techni
cal task. Entertaining at your place is a possi
bility this weekend. Show off your handiwork.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). You could
have trouble with errands this week. Expect
delays in communications, too. Keep your
sense of humor on Monday; you'll need it.
You're more decisive on Tuesday and Wednes
day, so whip things into shape. Be careful of
your money on Thursday and Friday. You may
have less than you think. Get together with
your neighbors and siblings over the week
end. Don't travel far if you can help it.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb 18). Money's your
theme this week. There'll be confusion about
it, especially on Monday. Watch out for pastdue payments on Tuesday and Wednesday.
Don't pay them if they're not. Look for a new
way to bring in cash on Thursday and Friday.
Don't loan money to a friend over the week
end. Hire that person to do something for you,
instead.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20). Mercury's ret
rograde in your sign this week. If you're con
fused, blame it on that. Don't take yourself too
seriously, either. This will clear up naturally,
soon. You may have won when you think
you've lost on Monday. Trust your friends on
Tuesday and Wednesday. Analyze old behav
iors on Thursday and Friday and put in the
correction. Do something special for yourself
over the weekend.

If You're Having a Birthday This
Week;
Feb. 28: There may be interesting changes
this year. Make sure they work out for the best
by staying in charge of the situation.
Feb. 29: Your friends keep you headed in
the right direction. Heed their advice in March
if you're confused.
March 1: Two themes dominate: business
and completion. Be decisive, not impetuous.
March 2: Ponder the past and your future,
and you may find a way to shed old fears.
March 3: Don't despair. The effort you put
in now will be a good investment, financially
and spiritually, too.
March 4: The more you face your fears, the
stronger you become. Analysis is fascinating,
but faith pulls you through.
March 5: You are strong, in a quiet way. Give
up control and access healing power.
Linda explains what's going on in greater detail
at (900) 950-9000,for 99 cents per minute. To leave
a message, call (888) 522-9533for free.
©2000 TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES, INC.

Bowen, continued from page 13
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Vould
I have
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tother
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• scorgoal,
night.

istration, which helps
bring about solutions
to student concerns.
The SGA also pro
vides an excellent op
portunity to meet a
diverse group of
people with all sorts
°f different back
grounds.
t have really en
joyed getting to know
several
people
around campus that I
w°uld have probably
never met had I not
been involved in
SGA- This is a wel-

come change to hang
ing out with a text
book all night after
class.
Before I step down
from my soapbox, I
would like to finish
by saying that I think
academics are very
important. However,
almost just as impor
tant are your extra
curricular activities.
Don't do something
just because "it looks
good on a resume".
Go out and get in
volved in something

exponent.
U a h . e d u

that really interests
you. Chances are,
that with over 120
clubs and organiza
tions on campus, you
can find something

that intrigues you. particular college or on Monday, February
28, and they will be
SGA offers a variety across the entire uni
due three weeks from
of different ways to versity.
Applications for that time. Thanks for
get involved and at
the same time make a the upcoming elec listening, or in this
difference in your tions will be available case, reading.

Gaither, continued from page 9
wanted for Christ
mas, she told me that
she wanted a Kid
Rock CD. Umm, I
think not.
When I was 10, I
think I listened to
Rick Springfield and
Michael Jackson, be
cause that's what my
sister listened to.
You're not supposed
to discover music that
isn't totally lame, un

til you're old enough they've completely of their childhood,
to know the differ eliminated that awk because it's "cool" to
ward, uncomfortable be older now. Also,
ence.
All that aside, I period between child they have to deal with
think it's really sad hood and puberty, but things I could never
what's happening to how does that affect imagine dealing with
children today. I saw them?
as a child.
We now have a
I just wonder
a special on CNN that
massive
generation
of
what's
going to hap
had scientific research
supporting that chil very grown-up act pen in 10 or 15 years
dren are entering pu ing, (acting is the key when they realize
berty much earlier word) older-looking "growing up" really
girls. They are miss isn't as cool as it
now.
It's as though ing out on a big part sounds.
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HELP WANTED

The Exponent

Classifieds
FOR SALE

EARN
EXTRA Firewood for sale; full
CASH ONLINE $$$ size truck load of sea
New! No Selling or soned oak delivered
B u y i n g & stacked at your
www.expage.com/ home for $80.00. Call
page/kash4u
Mike at 518-1047 for
more info.
Childcare in my home
FOR RENT
on Tuesdays from 1:00
to 5:30pm for a 5 year Apartment for rent in
old and a 2 year old. M a d i s o n - c l e a n Very lovable children, 2BDR;2 Bath; Cha;
love attention! Need Washer and Dryer;
own transportation. Dishwasher; Wall to
Could work into wall
carpet;
more hours if inter Miniblinds; no pets;
ested. Call 837-8865 S395/MO; call 534ASAP.
8485 or 882-1133.

II

House for rent in 3 6 7 - 1 2 5 2 ;
Huntsville-1511 Wells www.springbreak
Avenue; 2BDR/1 direct.com
Bath; Cha; Eat in
MISCELLANEOUS
kitchen; washer and
dryer connections; no Do you want a year
pets; $525/MO; call book? Reserve your
534-8485 or 882-1133 copy now at UC 111;
cost is $5.00.

TRAVEL

Go Direct! #1 Internetbased Spring Break
company offering
WHOLESALE pric
ing! We have the other
companies begging
for mercy! All desti
nation! Guaranteed
lowest price! 1-800-

The Theatrical Activ
ists invites everyone
interested to join
them for their 1st
meeting on Tues. Feb.
22 at 6:00pm outside
of MOM's refresh
ments served!
WANTED: Clients

ACROSS
1 Stitches
5
and Whitney, en
gine makers
10 Holler
thou
14 Sore
15 Convict
16 Gambling town
17
-Pet
18 Worm catchers
20 Ch. neighbor
21 Roman Statesman
22 Potbellied
23
apso
25 Window part
27 More distrustful
23 "Death of a
"
33 Maguir© of 'The Cider
House Rules*
34 Frenzies
35 Important time
36 Blue dye
37 Small restaurants
36 Nursery Item
39 Sun. talk
40 Metric measure
41 Consumer advocate
42 Adds water
44 Apologize
45 Supplemented with dif
ficulty
46 Taming of the
46 Bonnie's partner
51 Sallows hello
52 Boy
55 Coyote's nemesis
58 Joyous event
59 Can do
60 Sound units
61 Iraqi, for one
62
there and done that
63 Sharp narrow rfdge
64 Alpine equipment
DOWN
1 Bag
2 Back talk?

that we may help Free to good home,
with the writing pro- mix-breed puppy
c
e
s
s
. (mother was full
lab); 3
The UAH Writing blooded
Center wants to helps months old; black fe
you with all types of male, very sweet and
writing
from lovable; house bro
papers to resumes. ken. Call 837-1362.
Our hours are 9am8pm M-Th and 9amHelp
3pm
F.
Wanted!
We are located at
The
Exponent is now
Rm.228 Morton Hall,
hiring for the
or call for an appointposition of associate
ment
890-6592.
sales person. Salary
We may also be
plus commission.
reached online at
Hours will be
www.uah.edu/writ
discussed upon
ing.
application.

ADVERTISEMENT
INFORMATION

Crossword 101
Fowl Language "

February 24, 2000

By Fd Ca"ty

Advertisement information can be ob
tained by contacting Aletha Pardue,
advertising manager at The Exponentby
phone, fax or email.

Telephone: 890-6090
Fax: 890-6096
Email: exponent@email.uah.edu

CLASSIFIEDS ARE FREE!

3 Helicopter
4 Black, Red. or Yellow
5 Defenses
6 Lasso
7 Hair style
8 _ Avw
9 Attempt
1 0 Clans
1 1 Present
12 & & &
13 Proboscis
19 Dice
21 Mr. Grant
24 Follow by one's fool
25 Modem convenience
26 Brews
27 Store
28 Sweetening
29 Strongholds
Lemon
30
31 U.S. Senator Spector
32 Mother-of-pearl
34

By CFR Associates E-Mail: EDC!M32(£aol.com
M*Sfc GFR, P.O. Bex 461, Schenectady, NY 12301

37 Refer to
38 London gallery
40 Los Angeles team mem
ber
41 Without any
43 Discolor
46 Ream part
47 Follows saw
48 Grouch
49 Word with frontal or ear
50 tvy League member
51 Diarist Frank
53 Jaf_
54 Blots
56 Can, neighbor
57 Neither
58 Fuel

Quotable Quote
* God gives every bird his
worm, but He does not
throw it in the nest "•
. . . P D - James

Classified ads in The Exponent are free
for all UAH students, faculty, staff
and alumni. Contact The Exponent,
attention Jennifer Sharp at 890-6090
for more information or bring your
ad by our office in room 104 of the
University Center. You can also con
tact The Exponent office by fax at 8906096, or by email at sharpjl@email.
uah.edu. (Allfree classifieds will runfor two
weeks unless otherwise specified.)
Answerfor 2-24-00 crossword.

FEL NE FRENZY
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